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<Abstract>

In this paper, we implemented the computer vision platform design with MEAN Stack

through Raspberry PI 2 model which is an open source platform. we experimented the face

recognition, temperature and humidity sensor data logging with WiFi communication under

Raspberry Pi 2 model. Especially we directly made the shape of platform with 3D printing

design. In this paper, we used the face recognition algorithm with OpenCV software through

haarcascade feature extraction machine learning algorithm, and extended the functionality of

wireless communication function ability with Bluetooth technology for the purpose of making

Android Mobile devices interface. And therefore we implemented the functions of the vision

platform for identifying the face recognition characteristics of scanning with PI camera with

gathering the temperature and humidity sensor data under IoT environment. and made the

vision platform with 3D printing technology. Especially we used MongoDB for developing the

performance of vision platform because the MongoDB is more akin to working with objects in

a programming language than what we know of as a database. Afterwards, we would enhance

the performance of vision platform for clouding functionalities.
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Ⅰ. 서론
1)

MEAN is an opinionated fullstack javascript

framework for an easy starting point with

MongoDB, Node. js, Express, and AngularJS based

applications. It is designed to give us a quick and
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organized way to start developing MEAN based

web Apps with useful modules like Mongoose and

Passport pre-bundled and configured. In this paper,

we mainly try to take care of the connection points

between existing popular frameworks and solve

common integration efforts for face recognition

fields with OpenCV under MEAN stack.

MongoDB is the leading NoSQL database with

empowering businesses to be more agile and
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<Fig 1> Overview of MEAN stack system

scalable. Express is a minimal and flexible node. js

web application framework, providing a robust set

of features for building single and multi-page, and

hybrid web applications. AngularJS lets us extend

HTML vocabulary for your application. The

resulting environment is extraordinarily expressive,

readable, and quick to develop. And therefore

Node. js is a platform built on Chrome's JavaScript

runtime for easily building fast, scalable network

applications.

In this paper, we used the Raspberry Pi 2 Model

and PI camera module, with at least an 16 GB SD

card, and the Raspbian operating system because it

has the advantage of cost and performance respects

against other platforms. <Figure 1> showed the

overview of MEAN stack architecture system which

had an server including node, express, and

mongoose, an client named AngularJs and Mongo

Database for developing the face recognition under

the Linux operating system.

Especially, we would make MEAN stack helpful

for developing the easy made computer vision with

OpenCV and realtime processing through Bluetooth

wireless technology under the IoT environment

[1-3].

Ⅱ. Basic Theory 
2.1 OpenCV Modular Structure

In this paper, we used the OpenCV software for

face detection and recognition algorithm under

Raspberry operating system, Raspbian. It has an

open-source BSD-licensed library that includes

several hundreds of computer vision algorithms.

OpenCV has a modular structure, which means that

package includes several shared or static libraries.

We downloaded the opencv-2.4.8. zip from git clone

https://github.com/Itseez/opencv.git after

updating, upgrading and installing dependencies.

2.2 Raspberry Pi Features 
The Raspberry Pi 2 Model is a credit-card sized

computer that plugs into our monitor and a

keyboard. It is a capable little computer which can

be used in electronic projects, and for many of the

things that our desktop PC does, like spreadsheets,

word-processing and games. It also plays

high-definition video.

We used the Pi 2 model which has the 900MHz

quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 processor. It runs the

same software, and still has 1GB RAM with Camera

interface. We used the most common Raspberry Pi

distribution open source operating system

“Raspbian” which is the “Debian” distribution was
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<Fig 2> Bluetooth connection of Raspberry Pi

configured and because it has an ARMv7 processor,

it can run the full range of ARM GNU/Linux

distributions, including Snappy Ubuntu Core, as

well as Microsoft Windows 10.

The Raspberry Pi camera module could be used

to take high-definition video, as well as stills

photographs. It’s easy to use for beginners, but has

plenty to offer advanced users if we’re looking to

expand our knowledge. There are lots of examples

online of people using it for time-lapse,

slow-motion and other video cleverness. we could

also use the libraries that bundle with the camera

to create effects.

As we’re interested in the nitty-gritty, we would

use the module that has a five megapixel

fixed-focus camera which supports 1080p30,720p60

and VGA90 video modes, as well as stills capture.

It attaches via a 15cm ribbon cable to the CSI port

on the Raspberry Pi. The camera works with all

models of Raspberry Pi 1 and 2. It can be accessed

through the MMAL and V4L APIs, and there are

numerous third-party libraries built for it, including

the Picamera Python library.

We used an official and recommended universal

Bluetooth dongle for Raspberry Pi. In our tests, we

used the CSR 4.0 dongle adapter which has 3Mbps

speed, 20 meters working range, wirelessly connect

to Bluetooth devices, and plug and play functions.

<Figure 2> shows the Bluetooth connection

windows. Click on the available device button and

move to the registered device on the window to

pair between mobile and Raspberry Pi. We could

connect or disconnect using the buttons. Notice also

the IP address of the Pi is shown at the bottom of

the window[4-6].

2.3 Cascade Classification
In this paper, we used the Haar Feature-based

Cascade Classifier for Object Detection. The object

detector described below has been initially

proposed by Paul Viola and improved by Rainer

Lienhart. Rainer Lienhart and Jochen Maydt.

First, a classifier (namely a cascade of boosted

classifiers working with haar-like features) is trained

with a few hundred sample views of a particular

object (i.e., a face), called positive examples, that are

scaled to the same size (say, 100x100), and negative

examples - arbitrary images of the same size.

After a classifier is trained, it can be applied to a

region of interest (of the same size as used during

the training) in an input image. The classifier

outputs a “1” if the region is likely to show the

object of face, and “0” otherwise. To search for the
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<Fig 3> Overview of Haarcascade feature

face in the whole image one can move the search

window across the image and check every location

using the classifier. The classifier is designed so that

it can be easily “resized” in order to be able to find

the faces of interest at different sizes, which is more

efficient than resizing the image itself. So, to find

an face of an unknown size in the image the scan

procedure should be done several times at different

scales.

The word “cascade” in the classifier name means

that the resultant classifier consists of several

simpler classifiers (stages) that are applied

subsequently to a region of interest until at some

stage the candidate is rejected or all the stages are

passed. The word “boosted” means that the

classifiers at every stage of the cascade are complex

themselves and they are built out of basic classifiers

using one of four different boosting techniques

(weighted voting). Currently Discrete Adaboost,

Real Adaboost, Gentle Adaboost and Logitboost are

supported. Paul Viola and Michael J. Jones. Rapid

Object Detection using a Boosted Cascade of Simple

Features. IEEE CVPR, 2001.[7] The basic classifiers

are decision tree classifiers with at least 2 leaves.

Haarcascade features are the input to the basic

classifiers, and are calculated as described below. In

this paper, we used the following Haarcascade

features such as <Figure 3>.

Ⅲ. Features of Platform 
In this paper, we used the Pi CAMERA BOARD

plugs directly into the CSI connector on the

Raspberry Pi. It's able to deliver a crystal clear 5MP

resolution image, or 1080p HD video recording at

30fps with latest v1.3. Board features a 5MP (2592 ×

1944 pixels) Omnivision 5647 sensor in a fixed focus

module.

The module attaches to Raspberry Pi, by way of

a 15 pin Ribbon Cable, to the dedicated 15 pin

MIPI Camera Serial Interface (CSI), which was

designed especially for interfacing to cameras. The

CSI bus is capable of extremely high data rates, and

it exclusively carries pixel data to the BCM2835

processor[7-9].

3.1 Physical Platform 
The Raspberry Pi 2 model contains the interrupt

controller, GPIO, UAB, PCM/I2S. DMA controller,

I2C master, I2C/SPI slave, SPI1/2/3, PWM and

UART0, UART1 peripherals. In addition to the

ARM’s MMU, BCM2835 includes a second

coarse-grained MMU for mapping ARM physical

addresses onto system bus addresses.

<Figure 4> showed the bluetooth setup of

Raspberry PI. We need to add “ip=192.168. 1.69” at
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<Fig 4> Bluetooth Setup on boot mode

<Fig 5> Procedure of Bluetooth Setup

<Fig 6> Feature of MEAN stack 

the end of boot/cmdline. txt which passed to the

parameters to the kernel on boot. If you may have

different IP address, you should alter the exact IP

address to adjust the wireless communication

abilities.

<Figure 5> showed the procedure of Bluetooth

service. At first we restart the Bluetooth service

with < ~$sudo service bluetooth restart >. If

everything has been successful we should be able

to get information about the installed Bluetooth

dongle with below command which is <~$sudo

hciconfig >. To make the device discoverable we

also need to type <~$sudo hciconfig hci0 pisacan >.

3.2 Logical Platform 
We used the MongoDB which is a cross-platform

document-oriented database. Classified as a NoSQL

database, MongoDB eschews the traditional

table-based relational database structure in favor of

JSON-like documents with dynamic schemas

(MongoDB calls the format BSON), making the

integration of data in certain types of applications

easier and faster. Released under a combination of

the GNU Affero General Public License and the

Apache License, MongoDB is free and open-source

software[10-12].

<Figure 6> represent the full stack operation of

MEAN stack with each section individually acting

request and response of web service.

Express is a minimal and flexible Node. js web

application framework that provides a robust set of

features for web and mobile applications.

Express is a routing and middleware web

framework with minimal functionality of its own:

An Express application is essentially a series of

middleware calls. Middleware is a function with

access to the request object (req), the response

object (res), and the next middleware in the

application’s request- response cycle, commonly

denoted by a variable named next.

AngularJS is a toolset for building the framework

most suited to your application development. It is

fully extensible and works well with other libraries.
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<Fig 8> Execution of NodeJS

var http = require('http');

var server = http. createServer(function (req, res){

res. writeHead(200, { 'Content-Type' : 'text/plain'});

res. end('Hello SEOIL Univ.');

});

server. listen(8000);

<Fig 7> Source code of app.js

<Fig 9> Architecture of MEAN Stack 

Node. js is a platform built on Chrome's JavaScript

runtime for easily building fast, scalable network

applications. Node. js uses an event-driven,

non-blocking I/O model that makes it lightweight

and efficient, perfect for data-intensive real-time

applications that run across distributed devices.

<Figure 7> shows the source code of app. js to

make web server. In the terminal, let’s node app. js

execute under the GUI, connect to the

http://localhost:8000, and then display the result on

the browser window.

<Figure 8> shows the execution of NodeJS under

Linux Ubuntu environments.

3.3 MongoDB Platform
In this paper, we used an open-source database

MongoDB that provides high performance, high

availability and automatic scaling. MongoDB

obviates the need for an Object Relational

Mapping(ORM) to facilitate development. A record

in MongoDB is a document, which is a data

structure composed of field and value pairs.

MongoDB documents are similar to JSON objects.

The values of fields may include other documents,

arrays, and arrays of documents. <Figure 9> shows

the architecture of MEAN stack structure[13-14].

MongoDB stores documents in collections.

Collections are analogous to tables in relational

databases. Unlike a table, however, a collection does

not require its documents to have the same schema.

In MongoDB, documents stored in a collection must

have a unique _id field that acts as a primary key.

Ⅳ. Platform Feasibility Design
In this section, we described the characteristics of

computer vision platform. The basic part of
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<Fig 10> MongoDB Data of Interface Platform

<Fig 11> 3D Design of Platform

platform is that an Raspberry Pi, OpenCV software

and MEAN Stack with MongoDB. And with Analog

sensor modules, temperature and humidity sensors

for gathering environmental data and for displaying

real time information via the bluetooth

communication module[15-17].

4.1 Interface platform architecture 
The proposed platform took a modular type for

accumulating the individual modules in order to

extend the abilities. <Figure 10> showed the data of

interface platform with MongoDB execution.

We would designate the basic platform to be an

Raspberry Pi 2 module, the B/T wireless

communication to be an channel for data logging,

the Pi-Camera module to be for gathering the

scanning image in order to recognize the face

matching, the temperature and humidity sensor for

collecting the environmental data[18-19].

4.2 Design layout
In this paper, We made the vision platform with

3D printing technology like <Figure 11>. There

were temperature and humidity sensors around the

Pi-Camera for taking a picture and recoding an

image with real time, and bluetooth communicating

Android mobile device. <Figure 11> showed the 3D

design of platform.

4.3 Experiments for Vision Platform 
We experimented the computer vision platform

with Bluetooth communication through MongoDB

of MEAN Stack. The temperature and humidity

sensor attached on platform measured the

environmental data every specified period with

MongoDB database for logging in centigrade

unit[20-21].

<Figure 12> represented the face recognition and

matching result of Raspberry Pi camera captured

image with OpenCV haarcascade feature detecting

algorithm.

Ⅴ. Conclusions
In this paper, we implemented the face

recognition, temperature and humidity sensor data
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<Fig 12> Face Recognition with MongoDB

logging with WiFi communication under Raspberry

Pi 2 model platform. Especially we directly

designed and made the shape of platform with 3D

printing technology. Afterwards, we would enhance

the performance of vision platform for clouding

functionalities.
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